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	Start: How to get your business underway, 9781841127941 (1841127949), Capstone, 2008


	Thanks for picking up this book. You are obviously in the

	mood for change, and you have already admitted to yourself

	that you might need a bit of help. That’s two massive steps

	already. People set up businesses when they get fed up

	with the way other companies do things, or if they have a

	brilliant idea, or if they get booted out of their corporation

	and have no choice (there’s no embarrassment with this

	any more – it happened to me on several occasions).





	There must be millions of books about starting your own

	business, so why should this one be any different? Well,

	part of it may lie in what this book does not cover. Firstly, it

	is not a self-help book that takes you step by step through

	all the technical stuff such as how to do your tax return or

	visit the bank for a loan. There are plenty of other books

	that do this. Secondly, it is not my life story from rags

	to riches. These can be interesting, but more often than

	not they are very predictable. You know the sort of stuff:

	I started off in my front room, then we had to work in

	the garage, then we had to borrow some money from my

	uncle, and so on. Unless these stories have a fascinating

	angle that is directly relevant to your situation, then they

	may not help you, the ordinary person, to cope with what

	you are going to go through.





	No, what I am interested in is how you feel.

	Start is a one-stop guide to getting your business of the ground. Written by someone who has actually been there and done it, it gets straight to the heart of launching your business, with no-nonsense ideas to help you start out with confidence and a clear direction. Pick up some essential tips like:

	* Start with the idea. What is it and how will it realise your ambitions?What is the long-term plan? If you don't know where you are going then you won't get there.

	* Simplicity is the key. Don't overcomplicate things so that the idea is pecked to death by ducks. If you can write it on a postcard and explain it to your mum, then you can get started.

	* Make clear plans. Draw up One-page business and personal plans to work out what you want in the simplest and clearest possible way.

	* Decide what you want. Flush out whether you are building to sell, or just want the business to fund your lifestyle, then take the leap of faith and get it underway. Work hard, but don't confuse being busy with being effective.

	* Learn from experience. Realise when you are gaining speed but losing altitude, and have the courage to change things when they aren't working well.

	

	All vital stuff, packaged and presented in a way that will help you put it into practice right away. So what are you waiting for? It's time to Start.
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Cardiac Pacing and ICDS (4th Edition)John Wiley & Sons, 2005

	Fully revised and updated, the fourth edition of "Cardiac Pacing and ICDs" continues to be an accessible and practical clinical reference for residents, fellows, surgeons, nurses, PAs, and technicians. The chapters are organized in the sequence of the evaluation of an actual patient, making it an effective practical guide. Revised...


		

Big Data Analytics: Disruptive Technologies for Changing the GameMC Press, 2012

	Bringing a practitioner’s view to big data analytics, this work examines the drivers behind big data, postulates a set of use cases, identifies sets of solution components, and recommends various implementation approaches. This work also addresses and thoroughly answers key questions on this...


		

Software Engineering: Theory and Practice (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2009


	Software engineering has come a long way since 1Ð£6Ð¥. when the term was first used at a

	NATO conference. And software itself has entered our lives in ways that few had anti

	cipated, even a decade ago. So a firm grounding in software engineering theory and

	practice is essential for understanding how to build good software and...




	

Practical MongoDB: Architecting, Developing, and Administering MongoDBApress, 2015

	The "one-size-fits-all" thinking regarding traditional RDBMSs has been challenged in the last few years by the emergence of diversified NoSQL databases. More than 120 NoSQL databases are now available in the market, and the market leader by far is MongoDB. With so many companies opting for MongoDB as their NoSQL database of choice,...


		

Google Speaks: Secrets of the World's Greatest Billionaire Entrepreneurs, Sergey Brin and Larry PageJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
In many ways, Google is the prototype of a successful twenty-first-century company. It uses technology in new ways to make information universally accessible; promotes a corporate culture that encourages creativity among its employees; and takes its role as a corporate citizen very seriously, investing in green initiatives and developing the...

		

The Prodigal Son in English and American Literature: Five Hundred Years of Literary Homecomings (Biblical Refigurations)Oxford University Press, 2019

	The Parable of the Prodigal Son is one of the best-known stories in the Bible. It has captured the imagination of commentators, preachers and writers. Alison M. Jack explores the reconfiguring of the character of the Prodigal Son and his family in literature in English. She considers diverse

	literary periods and genres in which the...
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